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Each member receives a name badge, however if you require a replacement
badge the cost will be $9.00 each
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These are available from Rose King –
Jackets $87.50
Polo shirts $35
Caps $15
Dress Shirts $45

WINDOW SASHES
New members receive them free. If you require extras, sashes cost $10

PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
Hi there everyone,
Well the year is almost done and at the time of
writing that big man in the red suit is about to
visit us all!
Cheers and all the best for a great Christmas and
New Year.
We look forward to 2018 bringing some great
drives and some new places to hold our meetings –
Don’t forget to get any suggestions you have into
Rose so that we can organise some great runs and
meeting places.
Let’s get those Mustangs out in 2018!
Cheers, Ken

UK to ban petrol-fueled cars
from 2040
The UK will ban the sale of petrol- and diesel-fueled cars from 2040 when all vehicles
must be fully electric as part of a plan to clean up air pollution, according to reports.
The move would follow a similar announcement earlier this month by the French
government.
No one was immediately available for comment at the UK's environment ministry which
was due to make the announcement on Wednesday (Thursday NZT), according to the
newspaper reports
The Times said the sale of new hybrid vehicles that have an electric motor combined with a
petrol or diesel engine would also end under the plan.

The government has been
under pressure to take
measures to reduce air
pollution after losing legal
cases brought by campaign
groups
Under the proposals, local
authorities would be able to
charge levies on the drivers
of the diesel vehicles on the
most polluted roads from
2020, if air quality does not improve, the Daily Mail newspaper said
Separately on Tuesday, German car maker BMW said it had chosen its plant in Oxford as
the location to produce an electric Mini from 2019.
Earlier this month, Volvo became
the first major traditional car
maker to set a date for phasing
out vehicles powered solely by
the internal combustion engine
by saying all its car models
launched after 2019 will be
electric or hybrids.
Is this the end of the traditional
car?

Kiwi’s Big-Block 1966 Ford Mustang Custom

A New Zealand Native Tweaks a Classic
American Mustang
When Chris Slee migrated from New Zealand to the United States, he not only
brought his family, he also brought his love of automotive craftsmanship and
American cars. Chris had big plans, but like many new Americans, his dreams
were bigger than his bank account. However, Chris was determined to follow his
passion: restoring and building custom cars. With a knack for metal work and
good old-fashioned ingenuity, Chris opened his own custom car and restoration
business in a small Franklin, Tennessee, shop. Kiwi Classics and Customs was
open for business, but there was only one problem: The shop needed customers.
Chris thought the best way to showcase his skills and promote his business was
to build a rolling business card. A 1966 Mustang coupe sourced from Craigslist
would do nicely. He set out with only a few criteria: big block power, attentiongrabbing craftsmanship, and on a shoestring budget. Three years later, he would
realize those goals—well, maybe the first two.

The bulk of his attention went into the metalwork. At first glance, the coupe just looks right, but
trained eyes will notice his subtle massaging: a little nip here, a little more metal there.
“I wanted it to not only look good but actually work,” Chris says. “That meant not sacrificing
suspension travel or ride comfort,” This took a lot of metalwork.

Overall, the body is 3 inches wider on each side. To achieve the stance he
wanted, Chris essentially lowered the body over the suspension. “Whatever
didn’t fit got cut out of the way,” he says.
Chris started with an extra-wide Heidt’s front suspension crossmember that’s
welded higher in the chassis to maintain proper suspension geometry. Sounds
simple, but he then needed to raise the front wheel arches 2 inches, as well as
notch the front framerails to clear the steering rack.
The rear suspension is also altered significantly in the interest of stance. Chris
again turned to Heidt’s for the basic hardware, but the pickup points, shock
mounts, and even the floor above the axle housing and driveshaft tunnel were
all raised to preserve suspension travel. Taking a page out of the custom pickup
scene, he notched the framerails for axle housing clearance.

The

subtle

details

continue

above the belt line, as Chris
extended the trailing edge of
the C-pillars 4 inches, creating
what has been dubbed a semi
fastback. “It softened the lines
and took away some of the
boxy-ness of the coupe,” he
says.
While Chris was massaging the metal on the coupe, John Bouchard was building
the power plant. Starting with a Ford 460 (another Craigslist find), John started
with a 557 cubic-inch stroker kit from Scat.
The rest of the engine reads like a price list from Trick Flow: the cylinder heads,
intake manifold, rocker arms, and even the pushrods were sourced from the
Ohio Company. A Comp Cams roller bumpstick works with a Holley Terminator
EFI system to coax 750hp and 754lb-ft torque from the 9-liter monster. See the
complete engine build in the February 2015 Muscle Mustangs and Fast Fords
magazine.
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six-piston Wilwood brakes matched to four-piston rears. He retained vacuum
assist for the binders by sinking the booster into the firewall, so it cleared the
big-block’s left cylinder head. The big-block breathes through custom 2-inch
headers that lead to 3-inch Flowmaster mufflers.
Turning to the interior, the tasteful touches continue. Chris settled on the seats
he wanted early in the project. “My wife had an Audi A4 convertible and when I
sat in its seats, I thought to myself these are really nice seats!” Chris says. “So, I
got a pair for my Mustang. Since the seats were from a convertible, they flipped
forward, which was required to access the back seat in the coupe. The
aforementioned back seat owes its roots to a 1970 Thunderbird. “I really liked
its wraparound style.” Another subtle touch is a two-gauge pod from a 1963
Pontiac that resides in the
radio’s

former

fabricated

his

location.
own

He

all-steel

center console, which surrounds
the

manual

shifter

that’s

connected to a Magnum sixspeed transmission. TMI’s fullcover door panels and onepiece headliner finished off the
interior.

Chris takes pride that everything on the car is formed from steel, including the
hood. Speaking of that hood: The filter is encased in the cowl. “While it’s a cool
feature, it was actually a bail out!” he says. Why? When Chris lowered the body
and raised the crossmember in the chassis, he ran out of space for item number
one on his list: the big-block. But, he was determined to make it work.
Fortunately, the Trick Flow’s EFI intake and Holley’s low-profile throttle-body
freed up the necessary space to avoid major hood surgery.
In a nod to his Kiwi heritage, Chris dubbed his coupe the “KSV9000,” a reference
to his native land’s “HSV” or “Holden Special Vehicles.” HSV is the in-house
skunk-works team that creates up-rated versions of Holden vehicles, similar to
Ford’s SVT (Special Vehicle Team). The number corresponds to the engine’s
displacement of 9 liters, or 9000cc.
Fellow middle Tennessean Kevin Tetz sprayed the custom Matrix System paint,
and his shop neighbours, RES Automotive, graciously shut their doors for a week
to help him during his final thrash to debut the cars at the 2014 SEMA show.
Even though the build snowballed a bit from its budget genesis, the project has
ticked all the other boxes for Chris, including filling the Kiwi Classics and
Customs shop with customer cars. It shows what passion, vision, and a little Kiwi
ingenuity can do in a country on the other side of the world.

MUSTANGS TO MUSTER EN MASSE
IN INVERCARGILL

Leonie and Garry Heywood with their 1968 Notchback Mustang ahead
of the Annual National Mustang Convention at Stadium Southland
Invercargill is expected to live up to its petrolhead reputation this
weekend, as Ford Mustangs rev into town for an annual convention.
It is the second time the city has hosted the National Mustang Owners
Club Convention, which is in its 38th year, after it hosted the event in
2011.
One car owner from Christchurch who was taking part in the
convention had spent at least $400,000 on their car to restore it, Lyons
said.
Overall, the club expects to host 335 attendees from the six Mustang
clubs throughout the country, with some convention-goers driving cars
from as far afield as Auckland.
About 20 cars would be coming from the Auckland club and 55 from
Christchurch.

In total, 175 cars from throughout New Zealand will be showcased,
dating back from Mustang's inception in 1964 through to the present
day.
Lyons said the car show was an excellent chance for the public to get
up close and personal with the muscle car.
For Wyndham Mustang enthusiasts Garry and Leonie Heywood, the
convention allows them to indulge their passion closer to home than
usual.
Regular attendees of the New Zealand convention during the past
decade, they have also travelled to the United States to attend Mustang
events.
In 2014, they visited Las Vegas for the 50th birthday of the iconic car,
with a highlight being the opportunity to experience the latest models
being put through their paces.
"We had a few hot laps in the new Shelby Mustangs around the Las
Vegas speedway," Garry said.
Ford came to the party displaying rare models, including some of the
original one-of-a-kind prototypes from 1964.
Another trip took them to the east coast of the US for the annual
Mustang Week in Myrtle Beach, with nearly 3000 of the cars on
display.
Holding the convention locally means less travel for the Heywoods, but
they are excited about the opportunity for southern motor enthusiasts
to experience these cars up close.
"We miss out on having the holiday, but it allows more of our club to
participate."
Highlights of the weekend include a public car show at Stadium
Southland on Saturday morning.
People could also expect to see the cars on the road on Sunday morning
with a rally to Balfour for lunch, before a scenic return through Central
Southland to Teretonga Park.

Wayne Fabish's prized Ford Mustang
takes top spot at NZ awards

For Wayne Fabish, a Mustang is more than just a way to get around
It's a long-time passion, bordering obsession that first stemmed from racing
Mustangs in the US.
His latest project, a 67 Mustang coupe, won first place for the 1967- 68
notchback/coupe class at the 2017 Mustang National Convention car show in
Invercargill on Labour weekend.
"I was surprised in some ways," he said. "That was like many years of hard work
to get the car in that situation, but you know it was great, absolutely fabulous."
A member of the Taranaki Mustang Club, Fabish and his wife own five Mustangs.
"We've had good success with them and we've stayed with them," he said.
Over the years he has built up many a racing Mustang, but the car he took
to Invercargill is the first road car he has built, and his biggest project to date.
He said it was nice to have a road car to drive after years of racing Mustangs,
although the coupe is not yet certified for New Zealand roads, so he took it down
south on a trailer.
"The build was planned for quite a while before I started buying equipment and
buying the car."
Fabish, a consultant in the marine industry, imported all the parts from the US.

He spent four years transforming the car, which only had 62,000 miles on it from
its one previous owner.
Although a beautifully restored 67 Mustang coupe on the outside, the car features
a late model drivetrain with independent front and rear suspension, massive disc
brakes, custom wheels, a six speed manual gearbox, and an ex-Ford racing team
engine producing 600 horsepower.
Fabish said the underside of the car was probably every bit as shiny as the top,
with the polished stainless steel under the car drawing many a gasp of admiration
from other Mustang owners.
"Everything that we could polish is polished," he said.
He said a lot of people commented on the paint job which was done by R & E
Automotive in Stratford. "Everybody down south that's seen it was very impressed
with what they saw."
Fabish estimated he spent eight hours a day, five days a week, for about 22
months building up the car, and that was once it arrived in New Zealand.
"There was a lot of time spent in
America over a period of two years
putting it to the stage where we
could ship it to New Zealand.
"I know I have receipts for nearly
everything I've bought for the car
but I've not totaled it up.
He is planning to continue
attending the Mustang Conventions - driving the car around the country to attend
once it has the correct certification.
"To build something like this you can't cut corners. If you want good equipment
you have to pay for it."
The 38th National
Mustang Convention
held in Invercargill was
the largest gathering of
Mustangs in NZ.

Carroll Shelby Foundation’s
Collectible 2017 Christmas Ornament

Available for a limited time with proceeds helping children supported by the charity

What is fast becoming an annual tradition that Shelby enthusiasts the world over
look forward to, the Carroll Shelby Foundation has announced the 2017 collectible
Holiday ornament is now available. The ornament ties into the original name of
the foundation (the Shelby Heart Fund) with a red heart shaped body. On the
front is the Foundation’s logo, which incorporates Shelby’s famous bib-overalls
and Stetson hat, along with the 2017 year designation. On the back is Carroll’s
favourite racing number of 98, which he used on many of his personal vehicles
over the decades.
The ornament measures four inches by four inches and is 1¾-inches thick. It is
shatterproof and wears a satin red finish. To get yours simply visit the Carroll
Shelby’s Store and make a $20 donation to the Foundation. Your donations will go
towards helping the many children that the Carroll Shelby Foundation assists
throughout the year.

38th Mustang Convention – Invercargill – 2017
3 – 2 – 1 – Go
After a long build up it’s now time to hit the road
Monday 16th October - Rose
The first contingent of TMC members depart on the southern trek to Invercargill. First to hit the road
were Mick and Jeanette Brady who left for Wellington in the morning, then the next group were Hughie
and Bev Goble, Peter and Jocelyn Rich and Noel and I, at 1pm from Hawera – or so we thought – woops,
Noel and I got to Eltham and realised we had forgotten our club jackets, so a quick u turn back to
Inglewood, and a message to Bev to tell them to go on ahead and we would catch up in Wanganui, then
on to Wellington. No incidents along the way and arrived at Aotea Lodge in Mana at 5pm to meet up
with Mick and Jeanette. A quick chat, freshen up then off to tea at the Motel Restaurant. Peter and
Jocelyn had gone off to catch up with family, but joined us for tea. An early night for all as a long day
ahead tomorrow.
Tuesday 17th October - Bev
We were all up bright and early ready to leave Aotea Lodge at 7am to drive to the Inter Islander. Peter
and Jocelyn had a bit of trouble repacking their boot. Of course we all gathered around advising them.

Dr Pete trying to fit everything in the boot

Inter Islander - Kaitake

Off to the Ferry, blending in with the early morning work traffic into Wellington. The day was sunny and
calm and we had a really smooth ferry crossing and all had a hearty meal to keep us going. After driving
off the ferry and getting mixed up, we all met at big Z at Blenheim to refuel and regroup then off to
Murchison. Along the Wairau Valley Highway 63 we passed miles and miles of vineyards. They were
just leafing up and looked wonderful. We also had well over twenty holdups when we had to stop for
one way traffic through the road works. Very time consuming.

Hughie got worried when a terrible grinding noise started – thought he had a flat tyre, but it eventually
went away – must have been tar and stones in the wheel. It was a long hot drive (should have taken 2
hours, but instead took 3¼ hours) - we stopped at Murchison for a welcome coffee stop and said
goodbye to Mick and Jeanette who were off to stay in Hanmer Springs for the night. After passing
through Reefton, we had a laugh. A hotted up Nissan Skyline came up fast and passed three mustangs
in one go along a straight, then around a bend we saw this huge cloud of smoke. We thought he had
blown his motor – or worse, crashed – but he passed us on his way back to town – very pleased with
himself. We reached Greymouth just before 7pm to find Wayne Fabish had arrived earlier in the
afternoon. There was a New World next door to our motel so had lasagne and roast pork meals in
microwave. After a quick meeting at Wayne’s unit to plan for the next day, we were all off to bed early
after a very long day.
Wednesday 18th - Jocelyn
On the road at 8am. Ten minutes into the journey we are travelling over the Taramakau road/rail bridge
– 131 years old and one of the few left in the country. Passed and through the first of many one lane
bridges on todays journey.

First stop at Franz Josef for a cuppa and a stretch. While here Rose told us of a place that made the
perfect whitebait fritters. Just around the corner (literally) all cars pulled into a rest area to inspect the
other mustangs from the Manawatu club – one with its bonnet up. All was fine so off we set to find the
whitebait patties at the Curly Tree. Two patties each (not by me, can’t stand them) and much drooling
was had.

Curly Tree Whitebait Capital of the World in Haast

Off to the Haast Hotel for a coffee and a loo stop. The rest of the journey to Wanaka was uneventful.
460 kms approx 28 one lane bridges, 2 short roadworks and 18 squashed possums later, we arrived in
Wanaka at 3.55pm. It was such a lovely warm, sunny afternoon / evening, rather than dinner indoors
we had fish and chips at the beach on the lake.

Stunning images of the scenery at the lake

Fish and Chips on the beach at Wanaka Lake –
Noel didn’t appreciate the seagull that pinched a chip out of his hand

Thursday 19th
A short drive to Cromwell this morning to visit Highlands Park Raceway. The Canterbury Club had
organised the use of the track for the day for anyone who wished to take part in a couple of controlled
laps on the track. None of the Naki members took part, but it was great to view the track and facilities
here

Cars the movie

‘Road narrows’

‘Steep grade’

Caption reads – ‘Come back in nine months’ –
Lovers Lane

‘Uneven surface’ – car was very dented and
filled with stones

‘Economy parking’

Jocelyn and Rose were particularly taken by the car art on display
After a relaxed morning we set off on the final stage of our southern journey into Invercargill, found our
motel, unpacked and started cleaning cars before chilling out with a beer and nibbles and a catch up
with fellow members.

Southern Muster 2017 – Comings and Goings
By Charmaine Scott and Keith Robinson
Part 1
Car polished and loaded with luggage, costumes and cleaning gear, backed out; three-point turn fails
due to not going into reverse a second time…then it did, then it wouldn’t go into drive, then it did. Well,
a short journey round the block indicated that things were not at all well with the gearbox and by the
time we’d got into our driveway there was an ominous buzzing sound in park and first. So, shedding
tears (one of us) we loaded up another car, not a Mustang or even a Ford and set off for our former
hometown, Wellington. Lining up for the ferry, we got nothing but sympathy from our old and new club
mates and once aboard, the jokes and laughter reminded us that, our shared love for Mustangs aside,
it’s about te tangata, the people!
Our route to Invercargill took us down the West Coast. Some rain, great driving stretches of road and
lots of help with problems. The non-Mustang escort came into its own when a ‘66 sheared a stub axle –
eek! – 20 minutes out of Greymouth, a mishap that luckily was not as serious as it could have been, like
if the wheel had not held on. So that left a family of four and their luggage needing a ride. The toddler’s
car seat was easily installed in our car and a couple of cars accommodated extra passengers and
luggage. We felt useful! Two blokes spent an unscheduled day and a bit in Greymouth – heaven knows
what they did to fill in the time - after the part sent overnight turned out to be for the wrong side!
There were other problems on the trip – we’ve never seen so many breakdowns – but most were near
enough to a Ford fan’s Fox Glacier garage to give him a very busy day. Long story short, we all made it to
Invercargill, some a little later than planned, but all in good nick. Group dinners were much enjoyed at
the end of long driving days, fish’n’chips in Nelson, Indian in Franz Joseph and pizza (The Cow, of course)
in Queenstown. Queenstown also has ice cream/gelato/sorbet shops and a delightfully well-stocked lolly
shop. It might be said that there was a little over-indulging.

The Wanaka Toy and Transport Museum is always worth a stop-off; it would have to be one of the most
eclectic collections in the world – cars, aircraft, fire trucks, tractors, Barbie dolls, irons (yes, irons!), Star
Wars models, prams, diecast and tin toys.

Invercargill has the world-class Richardson’s Transport World and Classic Motorcycle museums, plus of
course Burt Munro’s salt-flats conqueror, down the back of a hardware store. Just out of town is one of
the best gardens in the country, Maple Glen, which, gardeners beware, has a nursery selling rarities like
the blue Himalayan poppy. On the way back up, Oamaru’s Steampunk Museum impressed, entranced
and horrified (a little) at the same time.

Near Blenheim, the Omaka Aviation Heritage Centre, with stunning and poignant WW1 and WW2
displays, courtesy of Weta Workshop, is another petrolhead heaven – many of its aircraft can and do fly.
Out temporarily was the Yak 3 called Full Noise which was on its way back from racing at Reno and the
Avro Anson had been up for a circuit or two just a couple of hours before we visited.
Trip diary from Graeme and Heather Fendall
Well Graeme and I decided to head to Invercargill the less stressful way, flying. We had great flights
from Palmerston North to Christchurch, Christchurch to Invercargill and return. We were met by the
wonderful Motel owner, who couldn’t do enough for us. I would definitely stay there again – Monarch
Motel, 633 Tay Street, Invercargill. The first day we caught a bus into town from the Motel, so we could
have a good look around the place. We were very impressed as how clean and tidy the town was. We
had a quick look around the shops, then back on the bus home. The rest of the Taranaki crew were
booked in, so had a good catch up over a drink. We had a fantastic time, the convention was very good.
A fantastic car show, showing off all the latest cars and colours; a few different ones – but not many of
the older models. Our dinner night at Richardson’s car museum was amazing, what a great venue for a
dinner for car enthusiasts. I would like to congratulate all of our members who won trophies and also to
say a big thank you to them for taking the time to drive down, quite a big mission. Well done to all and
we look forward to the next convention.

Trip diary from Mick and Jeanette Brady
After travelling in convoy on Tuesday 17 October with Noel/Rose, Hughie/Bev and Peter/Jocelyn from
Picton to the turn off just after Murchison, we headed to Hanmer Springs. On this stretch of road there
were three stop goes – this part of the drive took us two hours. We had tea at the resort and the
restaurant was called the Five Stags.

Five Stags Restaurant

Waipara Wineries

The next morning just on the way out of Hanmer Springs there was a helicopter working on a bridge
causing a 20 minute delay, then after that we got the go ahead and headed to Waipara, stopping at the
winery for a coffee and of course buying a few bottles of liquid gold, then on our way heading to
Christchurch. On exiting Christchurch we struck two more lots of road works, then it was plain sailing to
Ashburton where we stopped for a bite to eat then onto Temuka to check out the pottery shop, and
finally onto Timaru. Had a short stop there before heading to Oamaru where our destination ended for
the day. Total hours on the road - 5 hours driving, plus two hours of breaks. We stayed at the Oamaru
Motor Lodge.
The next morning we headed to Dunedin, had a bite to eat then on our way to Riverton to catch up with
family. Spent the night there, then after a late lunch on the Friday we headed into Invercargill and
caught up with the rest of our group. With some help from the crew, it was time to clean the cars, have
some beers then get the cars down to the ILT Stadium and park the cars prior to the car show on
Saturday. The evening was at the Ascot Park Hotel for registrations and the official opening.

Spectacular South Island scenery
Friday 20th –
A well earned sleep in. Woke to a beautiful Southland day – sunny and warm. Breakfast then car
washing / cleaning and a very relaxed morning – coffee in the sunshine. We then caught a bus into the
city – first stop Mitre 10 to look at the Bert Munro collection of bikes etc.

Bert Munro Bike collection
Wandered around the city then on bus back to the motel. As soon as Mick and Jeanette and Andre and
Kerry arrived, we were ready to help them with cleaning their cars. Andre and Kerry both looked
shattered after two long days driving to get there. At about 4pm we got a message from Keith and
Charmaine to say that we could get our cars into the stadium as it looked like it was going to rain on
Saturday, and it would save time in the morning, so we all very quickly finished our cleaning and high
tailed it off to the stadium, then once parked up we walked back to the motel to tidy ourselves up and
walk across to the Ascot Park Motel for the registration and welcome evening – a 5 minute walk from
the Monarch Motel where most of us were staying. Not a late night as tomorrow will be a long one with
the car show then dinner and evening to follow.

Hughie at work

Bev at play

Andre and Kerry busy cleaning with help from
Noel and Hughie

Inspection to see if Noel’s car is clean

Saturday 21st
Car Show
An amazing venue at Southland ILT Stadium. 175 cars on show, with plenty of room for more.
Thanks to Keith and Charmaine and Wayne for helping with judging today.

Taranaki Cars almost ready for show

Presidents meeting – Kerry and Rose attended the meeting where most discussion was around costs to
host a convention, lack of facilities big enough, judging criteria – no torches, no cellphones, no gloves !!
Only suggestions, as it is up to each host club to decide classes and how their judging will go.

Evening at Ascot Lodge – theme “A Southern Hoe Down”
An awesome meal followed by guest speaker Garth Hogan – a former drag racer. Garth gave us an
account of his early life and how he got into cars and drag racing. A very interesting speaker with lots of
funny stories and accounts of his antics, thrills and spills and involvement in the car industry. The
evening continued with the band “The Yardmen”

Set up at the entrance to the Waiau Room at Ascot Park Hotel for the Saturday night function.
Sunday 22nd
Mystery Drive - Not a nice day – wet and cold and unfortunately not a great day all round – people
getting lost, a car over a bank while trying to turn around – fortunately with the help of a local farmer
and his tractor, the car, driver and passenger were restored onto the road with little or no damage. The
weather did not allow for any activities for the push and grunt trophy, and most cars returned directly to
their motels after lunch.

Prizegiving and Dinner at the Bill Richardson Truck Museum – an amazing venue and atmosphere
through the whole evening. A great meal, the prize giving went off well and then the music and dancing
started. Buses where provided for everyone to return to the motels as they wished.

Taranaki Mustang Club Prizewinners

Monday 23rd

Doctor Peter – 75th birthday today ! !
Farewell Breakfast – Andre and Kerry left this morning at 7.30am heading at least to Christchurch and
Wayne left at 8am heading for Greymouth. Everyone else took part in the breakfast and farewell
morning. Another great meal, followed by speeches from all the club Presidents or club representatives.
Thanks to Grant for stepping into the breach for our club. Top Gun Trophy was awarded to the Bay of
Plenty Club – congratulations. The Taranaki members then said their farewells, as everyone was making
their own way home in the own time - Heather and Graham and Grant & Diane flying home, Mick and
Jeanette making their way to family in Riverton, Keith and Charmaine travelling with the Manawatu
group, Hughie and Bev and Noel and Rose heading for Dunedin and Peter and Jocelyn staying one more
night in Invercargill before heading north.
38th National Convention – thru the eyes of Kerry and Andre’
“How much do you love your mustang?”
Kerry and I decided to leave straight after work on Wednesday on the biggest road trip we have done –
and we’ve done a few over the years – to Invercargill. We arrived in Wellington just on dark and stayed
at the Aotea Motel. The trip down was great – no rain and very few vehicles on the road. The next
morning we made own way down to the Wellington waterfront with one mistake – Noel had told Kerry
when you leave the motel stay in the middle lane, but I was in front and stayed in the left lane, going off
onto the off ramp and having to go around again – never mind you learn fast. We arrived at the ferry
terminal, boarded the Kaitaki and headed for Picton. The weather was fine and the sea was very flat –
good for me as I get sea sick. We arrived at Picton and started to get calls from Hughie regarding the
road between Picton and Christchurch. Unfortunately for us, he wasn’t just winding us up. I never came
across such a bad road going to a convention. Stop / goes and loose metal everywhere. We carried on
as you do and arrived in Christchurch in the dark, losing our bearings, but finally we found the Motel.
Next day we drove to Invercargill with very few
problems. The weather was great and not too much
road traffic. On arrival at the motel I hopped out of the
car and wondered how the hell we would have time
enough to clean the car – but we tried. Stone chips and
tar appeared all over the car. Later Friday afternoon
after cleaning the car the best we could, we put the

vehicles in the car show stadium. The venue was
great – plenty of room and light. The next day –
Saturday – the car show went off great and we
visited the Bill Richardson Transport World
museum – world class, it even had a green boss
302 in the Foyer.

Highlight of Saturday night was a speech from Garth Hogan – a dragcar racer from the 80’s and 90’s. I
could have listened to him speaking on his life all night – great.
Sunday run was a bit disjointed with cars getting lost and the weather not playing its part
Sunday night Dinner was great and of course the venue at Bill Richardson’s Transport World Museum
was fantastic. Congratulations to Kerry – 1st 1994 – 2004 Hardtop, Mick and Jeanette – 3rd 2005 – 2015
Convertible and Wayne – 1st 1967-1968 Hardtop
Monday morning, Kerry and I decided to start heading back to Taranaki – a very long drive. The trip
back to Christchurch went extremely well and before we knew it we were on the back road to Picton.
The weather closed in and it rained and we drove through terrible weather conditions. We stayed at a
pub with three motel units just north of Murchison and next morning drove to Picton for the afternoon
ferry. The crossing on the Kaitaki was great with calm sea and fine weather. After leaving the ferry, we
had a great trip back to Hawera and another convention weekend was over.

Owen River Tavern
The question I asked at the start of writing – “How much do you love your mustang?” This was the
biggest road trip for Kerry and I – 1415 kms, 20 hours driving, 6 days and cars that will take a month to
clean. Not a bad effort – Thanks Kerry – I don’t know about the stone chips on the car.
These are my thoughts – Andre’

Southern Muster 2017 – Comings and Goings
By Charmaine Scott and Keith Robinson
Part 2
With regard to the trip home, we went east, staying overnight in Timaru (conveniently next door to a
Montheith’s establishment), Hanmer Springs and Picton. We were aware that the roads might be
uncomfortable and busy, but nothing prepared us for the reality of an infrastructure that cannot keep
up with the damage being done to roads by trucks and other traffic that can’t go via Kaikoura on SH1 or
the rail. We must have lost at least an hour all-up each day waiting at roadworks, as crews shored up
ailing verges and lanes. In between the surfaces were mainly appalling; probably most of us fell victim to
unseen violent changes of road level at least once. You have to feel sorry for the professionals who have
to use those roads every day.
Despite a small southerly swell, the ferry crossing was less rocky than the last two days’ roads, but our
patience for roadworks was all used up and North Island stop-starts on the way back to Taranaki elicited
a bit of bad language.
Back home, as advised by the Fox Glacier mechanic, we added more oil to the Mustang’s gearbox.
Annoyingly, that solved the problem and enabled us to drive it to Automotive Automatics, who
inspected and reported that everything in the FMX looked hunky dory. That aside, we had a fantastic
trip and thoroughly enjoyed ourselves!
Homeward Bound – Noel and Rose
After breakfast and farewells on Monday, we began our homeward journey with the first stage being to
Dunedin via Balclutha. Weather was wet and cold and not much chance to see or do too much. On our
arrival in Dunedin, we drove up to Lanarch Castle - $72pp to see gardens (too wet) and castle – decided
2 tanks of petrol were more important and we had both been to the castle before. Back into the city to
the old railway station, home of the Sports Hall of Fame – restricted parking and not much available so
passed that up as well, so back up to George Street, parked up and went for a walk through the city
centre before finding our motel, having an easy tea, relaxing and watching a bit of TV.
Tuesday morning we took off for Oamaru via Moeraki to search out some of my family
history and grave sites – had been there before, but didn’t know where to look, so with
more information at hand, we were able to find who and what we were looking for this
time, and take some photos to add to the family history book.
After lunch at Moeraki Boulders cafe we
made our way to Oamaru.
What a great city this is to walk around
and to admire many of the old stone
buildings. Got a message from Kerry at
6.30pm to say they were safely home –
what a hectic 6 days they have had, but
glad to know they are home without any
problems.

Wednesday saw us travel to Geraldine via Waimate – McCaw country
but unfortunately no sightings of Richie. In Geraldine we visited the
Vintage Car and Machinery Museum. A great collection of cars, trucks,
tractors, machinery and memorabilia. The day was again wet and cold,
but we found a gap in the weather in the afternoon to take a meander
through the Todd River walk to admire the gardens and the many
rhododendrons that were in bloom.

Thursday we travelled to Christchurch to catch up with friends for a couple of days. We visited to Orana
Park Zoo – very disappointing – entry was $29.50pp (and that’s with using our seniors cards) which we
thought was quite expensive especially when many of the cages were empty, under construction or the
animals had been put away for the night. Noel voiced his disappointment to the gate staff when we left,
but there was no offer of any refunds!! On the Friday we made our way into the city centre and took a
tour on the tram. While it’s hard to imagine the devastation that the earthquake caused, it is still
obvious that the city has a long way to go to complete its recovery. Much rebuilding is going on, and
there are many buildings to come down.

Saturday we travelled to Hanmer Springs – Spa capital of NZ – neither of us had been here before, and
found it to be a very welcoming and friendly place – plenty to see and do if you are adventurous enough.

We were fortunate that it was a brilliant fine, warm and sunny day so decided to wander into the village,
get fish and chips for tea. On the village green, an 18 piece all girl big band from Christchurch had set up
and were providing entertainment for the evening. A huge crowd sat on the grass or seating around the
village, and some even brought their own chairs to sit and watch and be entertained. A wonderful
evening then back off to our motel to watch the rugby final.
On Sunday morning I sent a text to Rae and Norma to say we were coming their way, and as they were
going to be home we called by for a cuppa and a chat. Was great to catch up with them and find them
well, then on to Nelson. Monday we made our way to Blenheim where we visited the Omaka Aviation
Heritage Centre. We had been there before, but they have added more sheds and exhibits for both
WW1 and WW2 and have also opened a classic car museum. Noel could have spent a lot more time
here. On Tuesday morning we took time to have a look around Blenheim before heading for Picton for
lunch and then lining up at the ferry for our 2.15 sailing. Another great crossing and once we got off the
boat, we took to the road, back as far as Wanganui to stay with family overnight, and then completed
our journey home on Wednesday morning. Overall ................km, and about 315 litres of petrol.

If only there were more of these signs on Z petrol stations in the North Island.
We got our 6c a litre off on our flybuys card + the seniors discount. Wow!!

The best sight in the world – It’s great to go away, but it’s even better
coming home and seeing Mt Egmont standing majestic
on the Taranaki skyline

@ R[r_ Fin^
We all grow up digging around in sand boxes hoping to strike it rich and find some
hidden ancient treasures. What we typically find is a rusty, old Matchbox car or a
present left behind by a cat. Either way it’s very rare to find something desirable.
Well, that’s not quite the case with a young group of boys in California. They were
digging in their yard when they found something that would make anyone’s jaw
drop and their mouth start drooling. In 1978, these kids were digging around in
their yard when they came across something big, something metal, and something
very, very valuable. A buried Ferrari!

The boys actually discovered a 1974 Ferrari
Dino 246 GTS buried just a few feet
underneath the dirt in their yard. The family
had just moved into the house and
immediately called authorities after the
discovery. Authorities came and roped off the
area for investigation. A team of investigators
arrived and carefully unearthed the rare car.
After exhuming the Italian sports car, it was
obvious that someone had planned on
returning to retrieve the vehicle at some point
in time. It was very crudely mummified with
towels in the vents and tape on many of the
seams however the windows weren’t fully
closed causing a lot of interior damage.

Farmers Insurance was contacted and because of
the VIN number they were able to trace the last
owner. After the investigation, it turns out that
the owner of the car had actually hired thieves to
steal the car and dump it in the ocean so he could
claim insurance on it. The thieves buried the car
with the intention of returning to pick it up for
themselves.

The buried Ferrari was then auctioned off after
being on display with the incredible story being
reported across the nation. It was purchased by
a young mechanic who owned his own
automotive shop in California. The going price
was estimated to be between $5,000 and $9,000.

He fully restored the buried Ferrari
and often enters the car into car
shows. Here are the pictures of the
car after the complete restoration.
Everything on the car has been
restored to the exact factory
condition. However, this car comes
with some incredible history and an
awesome story.
The car even has a vanity plate which reads “DUG UP”. How perfect is that?

NEVER say too old
A 97-year old Swedish man is the proud new owner of a
Ford Mustang, waiting a long time to get it.
Born in 1919, Lennart Ribring was one of the first people
to buy the original Mustang, but with it disappearing from
the European market it was 50 years before he could get
another.
And he didn’t take a soft option - going for a bright red
5-litre V8 with manual transmission.

